Abstract. Advances in detector technology enable a new generation of infrared limb sounders to measure 2-D images of the atmosphere. A proposed limb cloud imager (LCI) mode will detect clouds with a spatial resolution unprecedented for limb sounding. For the inference of temperature and trace gas distributions, detector pixels of the LCI have to be combined into super-pixels which provide the required signal-to-noise and information content for the retrievals. This study examines the extent to which tropospheric coverage can be improved in comparison to limb sounding using a fixed field of view with the size of the super-pixels, as in conventional limb sounders. The study is based on cloud topographies derived from (a) IR brightness temperatures (BT) of geostationary weather satellites in conjunction with ECMWF temperature profiles and (b) ice and liquid water content data of the Consortium for Small-scale Modeling-Europe (COSMO-EU) of the German Weather Service. Limb cloud images are simulated by matching the cloud topography with the limb sounding line of sight (LOS). The analysis of the BT data shows that the reduction of the spatial sampling along the track has hardly any effect on the gain in information. The comparison between BT and COSMO-EU data identifies the strength of both data sets, which are the representation of the horizontal cloud extent for the BT data and the reproduction of the cloud amount for the COSMO-EU data. The results of the analysis of both data sets show the great advantage of the cloud imager. However, because both cloud data sets do not present the complete fine structure of the real cloud fields in the atmosphere it is assumed that the results tend to underestimate the increase in Correspondence to: S. Adams (susanne.adams@uni-trier.de) information. In conclusion, real measurements by such an instrument may result in an even higher benefit for tropospheric limb retrievals.
Introduction
Limb sounding of infrared emissions from satellites has made a great contribution to our understanding of the middle atmosphere. Infrared limb sounders measure temperatures and a variety of trace gases at good vertical resolution and nearly global coverage. This makes them ideally suited for studies of planetary scale waves such as Rossby waves (e.g. McIntyre and Palmer, 1984; Riese et al., 2002) , tropical wave modes (e.g. Canziani, 1999; Smith et al., 2002; Ern et al., 2008) and tides (e.g. Ward et al., 1999; Zhang, 2008) . They have been used to quantify cross-latitudinal transport by streamers and filaments (e.g. Offermann et al., 1999; Schaeler et al., 2005; Konopka et al., 2005) , to more closely determine the age of air (Stiller et al., 2008) and middle atmosphere chemistry (e.g. Kuell et al., 2002) . In addition, they enable regions of enhanced tropospheric pollution to be identified (Stiller et al., 2007) .
Limb sounders were also employed to study mesoscale processes. In the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere (UTLS) filaments become remarkably long (∼10 000 km) and narrow (∼100 km) (Bacmeister et al., 1999; Konopka et al., 2005) . Stratosphere-troposphere exchange (STE) processes such as cut-off lows with diameters of less than 1000 km were observed as they evolve in time and form filaments . The Limb Infrared Monitor for the Stratosphere (LIMS) was the first instrument to study gravity waves (GWs) from space (Fetzer and Gille, 1994) . In addition, recent progress has been made in the analysis of cloudy IR spectra with respect to radiative transport modelling and cloud parameter retrieval (Höpfner, 2004; Ewen et al., 2005) , and especially for the detection and classification of polar stratospheric clouds (PSC) (Spang and Remedios, 2003; Höpfner et al., 2006) . All these processes have in common that, though they are of mesoscale, they influence or even control the global state of the atmosphere. The above-mentioned and those following on from them were successful in providing constraints for exchange processes, gravity waves, air pollution and clouds for the whole globe. However, it also became evident that the horizontal sampling was not really sufficient for these mesoscale processes. Making use of recent developments in detector technology adequate horizontal sampling is feasible for future missions. Instead of subsequently sampling the various altitudes, this new generation of instruments will obtain 2-D images of the limb instantaneously like a CCD camera, but will at the same provide spectral resolution. A detailed technical description of such an instrument is given by Friedl-Vallon et al. (2005) . The instrument parameters studied here are chosen in accordance with the mission requirements defined in the PREMIER assessment report (ESA, 2008) . The size of a single detector pixel corresponds to 500 m in the vertical and 4 km in across-track direction. This is smaller than required for most scientific purposes. As a result the raw-data rate of such an instrument is about 100 Mbyte/s and thus too large to be sent down to ground completely. The problem is solved by combining several of the detector pixels to form respective super-pixels in three scientific measurement modes (Table 1): 1. Limb cloud imager mode (LCI): one LCI pixel is one detector pixel (i.e. no spatial co-adding is performed). The limb cloud imager mode achieves a spatial sampling of 0.5 km vertical, 4 km across track and 8 km along track. The spectral sampling is 10-20 cm −1 . The LCI mode is optimized for detailed cloud screening.
Dynamics mode (D-mode)
: the high spatial resolution mode is optimized for atmospheric dynamics and has a spatial sampling of 0.5 km vertical, 24 km across track and 50 km along track. In this mode a moderate spectral resolution of 1.25 cm −1 is achieved.
3. Chemistry mode (C-mode): the high spectral resolution mode attains a spectral resolution of 0.2 cm −1 and is optimized for atmospheric chemistry. The spatial sampling is 2 km in the vertical, 80 km across track and 80 km along track.
The concept of an integrated LCI is realized by transmitting simultaneously to the D-mode and C-mode measurements of the centre part of each interferogram for each individual detector pixel. For one D-mode measurement six interferograms along track are co-added in addition to the co-addition of several detector pixels in order to attain one D-mode super-pixel interferogram; therefore the LCI has a finer along-track sampling than the D-mode. The low spectral resolution of 10-20 cm −1 in the LCI mode is still sufficient to identify the presence of clouds and to infer cloud parameters such as cloud extinction, cloud extent, and potentially ice water content and information on the effective radius of the particles. Furthermore, for studying the spatial structures of the clouds an onboard cloud-identification is intended in order to combine only cloud-free detector pixels to super-pixels used for temperature and trace-species retrievals to enhance the benefit from measurements for studies on tropospheric chemistry and STE processes. An overview of the several scientific topics which would particularly benefit from the new limb imaging technique is given by Riese et al. (2005) . Two of these topics are examined more closely in this issue.
In the present paper, we demonstrate that very high resolution cloud screening allows (1) to generate unprecedented climatologies of cloud distribution and cloud properties and (2) a largely increase in the number of profiles penetrating the UTLS. In a companion paper Preusse et al. (2009) show that IR limb imaging has the great potential for measuring direction-resolved gravity wave momentum flux.
For the cloud analysis we will simulate limb-sounding measurements throughout a 3-D cloud distribution reflecting our current state of knowledge. We use two different methods to estimate these cloud distributions. The first method derives the cloud top heights from a global composite of IR brightness temperatures (Janowiak et al., 2001) . The limitation of this method is that the nadir viewing instruments are insensitive to optically thin clouds which the limb sounder can measure quite effectively due to the long limb path Kerridge et al., 2004) . The second method calculates the cloud distribution from the ice water content (IWC) and liquid water content (LWC) of the Consortium for Small-scale Modeling-Europe (COSMO-EU), which is the operational mesoscale model of the German Meteorological Service (DWD) (Steppeler et al., 2003 we are particularly interested in. Only by combining the two methods we can estimate the benefits of the LCI more realistically. Still, in case of thin clouds the uncertainties might be even larger than indicated by the differences between the results of the two methods. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the analysis technique. In Sect. 3 we analyse the BT data in terms of the gain in information from the very high spatial resolution of the LCI. Section 4 compares the simulated and modeled cloud distributions and the increase in information determined from both analysed data sets. Section 5 summarizes the results.
Analysis technique

Cloud topography model
Our simulations are based on 3-D cloud data derived from measurements or atmospheric modelling. In order to demonstrate the benefit of the very highly spatial resolved LCI measurement mode of an infrared limb imager (ILI) the spatial resolution of these cloud data must be comparable with or finer than the resolution achieved by the LCI. We were therefore unable to rely on previous limb sounding measurements or global-model results.
The two methods used in this study provide cloud distributions of a sufficiently fine scale. The first method has been employed since the first weather satellite, which was put into operation in 1960, had provided brightness temperature data with a good availability (Sherwood et al., 2004) . Here we use a 2-D composite of IR brightness temperatures measured with the operational geostationary weather satellites. The composite offers a spatial resolution of ∼4 km and a temporal resolution of at least 1 h as well as a coverage of nearly the entire globe (∼60 • N-60 • S) (Janowiak et al., 2001) . The brightness temperatures are assumed to be the temperatures of the cloud tops which are matched to local ECMWF temperature profiles to obtain the cloud top height. The result is a nearly global map of cloud top heights. Because only the cloud top heights are available and not the complete 3-D cloud structure, we assume that the cloud extends down to the ground. The spatial resolution of the resulting cloud topography is 4 km horizontally. In the vertical we need to discretize to 0.5 km steps, since this is the vertical sampling of the LCI mode. This sampling is finer than the accuracy of the inferred altitudes. However, since we only need generally realistic cloud topography, this oversampling is justified for the purpose of this paper. The example shown in Fig. 1a is for one specific longitude. In order to obtain full horizontal coverage the process is repeated for all longitudes of the map. The data from October 2005 to October 2006 were processed for this method. We calculate the cloud distribution for every fourth day and the times 00:00, 06:00, 12:00 and 18:00 UTC. In the following, the cloud topographies based on IR brightness temperatures are called BT data. (Steppeler et al., 2003) . Unlike the first method, COSMO-EU provides the 3-D structure of the clouds in a way which is sufficient for estimating the cloud fraction along a LOS. The horizontal spatial resolution is ∼7 km and the model has 41 vertical levels with a resolution of <0.5 km near the ground increasing to >2 km at the highest level at about 23 km altitude. For the purpose of comparing two cloud topography models the vertical sampling is interpolated to a 0.5 km grid. The example shown in Fig. 1b is for one specific longitude for the model data. The data of November, December 2005 and July, August 2006 were investigated for this method. If available, the cloud distribution is calculated for 00:00, 06:00, 12:00 and 18:00 UTC data. In the following, the cloud topographies calculated in this way are called COSMO-EU data.
Simulation of limb sounding measurements
Limb sounding measurements are simulated in an altitude versus horizontal distance cross section (Fig. 1) . In an altitude-horizontal distance geophysical coordinate system the line of sight (LOS) can be approximated near the tangent points as a parabola . For a polar orbit we assumed a LOS straight from south to north, which simplifies the calculations. In addition, we neglect refraction. For a real retrieval we would need to take these effects into account exactly, but they can be approximated for our statistical analyses. The tangent heights are located between 5 km and 19 km. Each LOS extends ±500 km relative to the tangent point (TP). The TP is the closest point to the Earth's surface.
The LOS is interpolated onto the grid of the cloud topography model. Then the intersections between the LOS and the cloud grid points are determined (Fig. 1) . If an LOS intersects a cloud, we usually find more than one intersection. The grid is chosen to have the same resolution as the LCI (4 km across track, 0.5 km vertical and 8 km along track). For both the BT data and the COSMO-EU LWC data the LOS is considered to be "cloudy" if there is at least one intersection. In addition, for the COSMO-EU IWC data (where minimum/maximum IWC values of around 10 −11 kg/kg respectively can be found) the LOS is considered to be "cloudy" if the integrated IWC along the entire LOS path exceeds at least 5×10 −2 g m −2 . This threshold is based on radiative transfer calculations for large database of modelled cloud spectra with the Karlsruhe Optimized and Precise Radiative transfer Algorithm (KOPRA) radiative transport model including single scattering effects (Höpfner, 2004) together with measurements of Michelson Interferometer for Passive Atmospheric Sounding (MIPAS) instrument . Results for the ESA study on MIPAS cloud parameter retrieval (Spang et al., 2008) can be interpreted, that a limb ice water path of 5×10 −2 g/m 2 could be detectable in the IR spectra under certain conditions (e.g. in the tropopause region with its current extremely low background aerosol load). This threshold results in an effective IWC of 10 −6 for a 50 km limb cloud path. Therefore only those ice-water path values are included which show clouds with sufficient optical thickness.
So far we have considered the LOS to be an infinitesimally thin line. In reality the LOS projects an area, the so-called field of view (FOV), on the measurement object (atmosphere), i.e. instead of an infinitesimally thin parabola the measurement volume is taken from an arch-shaped threedimensional volume. In addition, the motion of the satellite shifts this volume along the satellite track while an interferogram is being taken, which also contributes to the shape of the 3-D measurement volume. While one interferogram in the D-mode is being measured, for example, the satellite moves 8 km and therefore the signal is integrated over this distance. Therefore the motion of the satellite as well as the FOV has taken account for the simulation. The method is described in following paragraph.
We now compare cloud characteristics for the D-mode and the C-mode against the simulated measurements of the LCI, using LCI as a standard. In order to downscale the very high spatial resolution of the LCI to the lower resolution of the Dmode and the C-mode, the corresponding number of observations are combined in all three dimensions. The combination of corresponding number of observations in the vertical and the across-track direction accounts for the various FOVs. The combination of observations along track includes the shift of the volume due to of the motion of the satellite in the simulation. The resulting measurement volume is the new observation of the respective lower resolution measurement mode. The position of the new tangent point is in all three dimensions the central observation of the combined tangent points. LCI mode measurements are associated with a single pixel. In analogy, we call the integrated measurements in the Dmode and C-mode super-pixel measurements. It should be kept in mind that this includes temporal as well as spatial coadding. For the analyses, in a first step approach we assume that a super-pixel is cloudy if it contains one cloudy pixel.
Results of BT data
Cloud occurrence distribution
In order to quantify the increase in information of the high spatial resolution provided by the LCI in comparison to the D-mode and C-mode, the cloud occurrence for the BT data was determined. To this end latitude bins of 2.5 • were created and all observations and all cloudy observations were counted and the ratio between the two calculated. The result is the cloud occurrence f c (i) :
N (i) is the total number of observations concerning the defined latitude bins over all longitudes at height z(i) with i=1. . . n from the lowest to the highest level. N c (i) is the total number of all cloudy observations at level i. Figure 2 shows the zonal averaged cloud occurrence for October 2005 deduced from the BT data for the three modes of the ILI. The general distribution of the cloud occurrence is latitude-dependent. The strongest cloudiness of 59 to 80% occurs in the tropics up to 9 km; at midlatitudes the cloud fraction decreases. Maximum cloud top heights in the tropics reach up to 15 km; at midlatitudes maximum cloud top heights are around 10 km. The cloud top height follows the tropopause, which is higher in the tropics and decreases at higher latitudes indicating that the cloud structure simulations for different spatial resolutions of the ILI based on BT method are in general realistic. However, we assume that the cloud amount represented by the BT method is underestimated. According to Kerridge et al. (2004) (1985) (1986) (1987) (1988) (1989) (1990) (1991) (Fig. 3) . Simulated and measured cloud distributions are similar in general, but the cloud occurrences simulated with the LCI for winter 2005/06 show an underestimation of about 20% with respect to the cloud occurrences measured with SAGE. The underestimation of both optical thin clouds as well as opaque clouds will result in an underestimation of the benefit by the LCI. We use the BT data because it is the only data set with nearly global coverage and a sufficiently high spatial resolution. Although simulated cloud distributions based on model data may better reproduce measured cloud occurrences (model data also contain optical thin clouds) the spatial resolution of the data is not sufficient (∼25 km in ECMWF is the highest resolution available for the global model) or they do not allow global coverage. This problem is discussed in detail in Sect. 4. 
Gain in information
Regarding the increase in information, the changes between the three different spatial resolutions are examined. Figure 4 shows the zonal averaged frequency of the cloud occurrence from 5 to 15 km. The increase of the cloud occurrence rate is about 5% cloud fraction from LCI to D-mode both in the tropics and the midlatitudes and is about 15% cloud fraction from LCI to C-mode. In addition, the comparison of LCI and C-mode shows that a reduced vertical resolution simulates higher cloud top heights. This is also demonstrated in Fig. 5 , which shows the differences D of the cloud occurrence between D-mode and C-mode f c,D/C−mode , respectively, and LCI f c,0LCI for four months as representatives of the different seasons:
Panels (a) and (e) of Fig. 5 show the differences D for October 2005. Generally, the largest effect of the resolution can be seen within the tropics and to some extent in the northern midlatitudes. According to Fig. 4 , these are the regions with the highest cloud amount. The largest difference for the Dmode is 10% cloud occurrence rate, whereas for the C-mode it is twice as high due to the further reduction of the spatial resolution. Due to the lower vertical resolution of the Cmode, in contrast to LCI and D-mode larger differences are caused at higher altitudes. Consequently, measurement with a lower spatial resolution overestimates the fraction of clouds and the cloud top heights because the smaller gaps in cloud fields are not resolved. With an instrument measuring only at C-mode resolution a great many profiles were not usable for trace gas retrieval. This problem is discussed in more detail in Sect. 4.3. The more finely structured distribution produced by the LCI shows that the detailed cloud detection allows a distinction to be made between cloudy and non-cloudy observations. Improved tropospheric coverage by these modes can be reached by combining only the non-cloudy pixels into the super-pixels of the more coarsely resolved measurement modes (in particular for C-and D-mode). Figure 5 shows for all seasons the differences of the cloud occurrence between the D-mode and C-mode, respectively, and the LCI. The general distribution of the differences is, as described in the previous section, strongest in the tropics and to some extent in the northern midlatitudes. The great differences in the tropics over all the seasons represent the regions with the highest cloud amount. According to ISCCP (2008) , the highest cloud amount is in the area of the inner tropical convergence zone (ITCZ). The ITCZ located in the tropics is shifted towards the respective summer hemisphere. The differences of the cloud amount in Fig. 5 indicate these shifts. The ITCZ as well as the greatest differences in January are located more southerly and in July more northerly with respect to the equator. The position of the ITCZ in October and April and consequently the greatest differences in these months occur for an intermediate state of the ITCZ. Further aspects are the greater differences over all latitudes of the cloud amount in July than in January and the greater differences over all seasons at northern midlatitudes compared to the southern midlatitudes. This suggests a possible stronger or fragmentary cloudiness in July and in the northern midlatitudes. With respect to the annual variability in 2005/06 the largest differences and thus the highest efficiency of the LCI are located in the strongest cloudiness region in the tropics which moves with the ITCZ. The greater difference in the northern midlatitudes in contrast to the southern midlatitudes is independent of season. 
Annual variabilities
Quantification of effects of the three dimensions
The cloud coverage depends differently on the resolution in each of the three dimensions defined by the measurement geometry. These dimensions are the vertical and across-track resolution governed by the measurement geometry and the along-track resolution governed by the integration of the signal as the satellite moves during the measurement. In order to optimize the instrument concept it is important to quantify how strongly the cloud content increases when the spatial resolution is reduced in each of these three dimensions. Based on this information, the spatial sampling of the instrument can be optimized to accommodate these needs. One question in particular is whether the effort for high spatial resolution in the respective directions is well balanced or whether the resolution has been increased in one direction at the expense of neglecting a more important direction? For instance, the direction of the lowest sampling is currently along-track, since the concept of the integrated LCI only permits for one cloud identification per interferogram. In the D-mode this corresponds to every 50 km. In the C-mode, however, in a worst case scenario only one LCI interferogram every 80 km is downlinked. It must be asked whether this is sufficient. Figure 6 shows the difference D of the cloud occurrence between LCI and the simulated limb sounding measurements where the spatial resolution is reduced in one direction (Fig. 6a-c) and where the spatial resolution is reduced in all three directions (Fig. 6d) . The differences in the change of the along-track resolution are smallest (Fig. 6c) . The maximum change of 6% cloud occurrence rate is located in the tropics. Most of the other areas show only a difference of 2%. The small differences result from the limb-sounding geometry. Over a long distance, the LOS passes low altitudes where the cloud amount is high. For example, between a cloud top height at 18 km and a tangent point at 10 km the LOS passes a distance of ∼320 km and another 320 km until 18 km is reached again. Over this entire distance of 640 km the LOS reacts sensitively to clouds. Whether the LCI measurement is sampled every 8 km or every 80 km therefore has little impact. In contrast to this, the differences of the horizontal resolution across track are the largest (Fig. 6a) . In the tropics and the midlatitudes of the Northern Hemisphere the difference is up to 16% cloud occurrence rate, and in the midlatitudes of the Southern Hemisphere up to 11%. This is caused by the greater probability of hitting an additional, so far undetected cloud when the FOV is enlarged in this direction. The change of the vertical resolution moderately affects the fraction of the cloudy LOS (Fig. 6b) . The maximum difference is between 11% cloud occurrence rate in the tropics and 6% in the midlatitudes. Figure 6d shows the total change when the spatial resolution is reduced in all directions to C-mode sampling. The distribution looks similar to that in Fig. 6a but the overall difference is a few percent higher. The maximum difference is 22% at 10-12 km in the tropics. The compatible numbers for vertical and across-track resolution demonstrate that the spatial oversampling by LCI pixels has been well chosen and is balanced for these two directions. The low sampling rate along track is technologydriven. However, the study confirms that this dimension is the least important one and that the aim of the LCI to increase the tropospheric coverage in terms of retrieved temperatures and trace gas distributions is not affected.
Comparison of the BT and COSMO-EU cloud topography
Comparison of the cloud distribution
The BT cloud data and the COSMO-EU cloud data are compared with respect to the cloud occurrence rate and the horizontal cloud extent. Figure 7 shows the cloud occurrence observed with the simulated LCI for BT and COSMO-EU data. Since the COSMO-EU data are only available over Europe the same region is extracted for the BT data. The latitude range from 30 • N to 65 • N is divided into bins of 2.5 • as described in Sect. 3. It is obvious that the cloud occurrence and the cloud top heights of the COSMO-EU data are higher over all the latitudes. When comparing the cloud amount of the two data sets by means of the cloud occurrence shown in Fig. 7 , it should be noted that the strong differences of the cloud occurrence in the lower measurement range of the atmosphere result partly from the LOS geometry. We attribute the "cloudy" measurement to the TP, but the cloud may also be located at another position along the LOS. The LOS passes through the atmosphere from top to down and therefore the path length through the cloud field becomes longer with descending tangent height (Fig. 1) . Therefore, the cloud detection rate and the simulated limb sounding cloud occurrence rate accumulate downwards. Both data sets show this effect, but for the COSMO-EU data it is more effective because of the higher simulated cloud amount. Nevertheless, the cloud occurrence calculated with the COSMO-EU data is significantly higher and more realistic than that calculated with the BT data, which can be seen by a comparison with SAGE measurements (Fig. 3) . The horizontal cloud extent in the south-north direction for both data sets is shown in Fig. 8 . The distribution for the BT data peaks at about 10-20 km, but also clouds with an extent of 4 km have a high relative occurrence rate. For the COSMO-EU data the maximum occurrence is found at about 30 km, but the occurrence rate decreases rapidly at smaller cloud extents and the smallest cloud structures have an extent of 7 km due to the horizontal resolution of the COSMO-EU.
The big differences in the two cloud data sets in Fig. 7 result from the differences in the applied cloud data of the two methods. The method for deriving the BT cloud data seems to underestimate the occurrences of high altitude clouds compared to the COSMO-EU results, which are restricted to a mid-latitude region. The method is most sensitive and optimised to optically thick clouds (Sect. 3.1). Optically thin cloud in the nadir direction will result in a significant underestimation of the real cloud top height due penetrating radiation by lower altitudes and surface emissions through the cloud. In consequence the BT clouds distribution will underestimate in a certain extent the cloud occurrence with respect to height (Kerridge et al., 2004) . However, the cloud extent, especially the small cloud fields, is reproduced more realistically. In contrast to this, the COSMO-EU data seem to show a more realistic cloud amount because of the representation of the high altitude and optically thin clouds. On the other hand, the cloud occurrence simulated from the COSMO-EU data compares better to the SAGE data, presumably due to the representation of the optically thin clouds. But due to the lower spatial resolution of the COSMO-EU data (7 km grid size) the cloud cover is too homogeneous and too many cloudy pixels are simulated for the high spatial resolution of the LCI.
We conclude from this analysis that neither data set reproduces the cloud distribution in its entirety. However, the limitations of the two data sets concern two different aspects of the cloud information. The combination of the results from both data sets can give the best picture of the increase in information due to the high spatial resolution of the LCI.
Comparison with respect to the measurement modes
The differences D of the cloud occurrence between D-mode and C-mode, respectively, and LCI for the COSMO-EU data and the BT data are shown in Fig. 9 to quantify the differences between the two data sets. The general distribution for both data sets is similar but the COSMO-EU differences reach higher altitudes (D-mode: 12 km, C-mode: between 13 and 14 km) than the BT differences (D-mode: between 8 and 10 km, C-mode: between 10 and 12 km) and the difference values are higher -in general above ∼8 km. This indicates that through the underestimation of the thin clouds in the BT data the gain in information at higher altitudes is underestimated. At lower altitudes, the BT data show the maximum difference in cloud occurrence (D-mode: 11%, Cmode: 17%). The COSMO-EU data do not reach these maximum values because they do not represent the small cloud fields realistically, as discussed in the last section. If the spatial extent of the clouds is significantly larger than the spatial resolution of the LCI then its benefit will be limited, because negligibly more clouds will be resolved by the LCI than by the D-mode and C-mode. In conclusion, the examination of the two data sets shows that the true benefit of the LCI is likely to be larger than that indicated by each of the respective data sets.
Cloud coverage with respect to a super-pixel
So far we have assumed that a super-pixel is cloudy if one LCI pixel is cloudy, which is a simple conservative criterion. For a more detailed analysis, we determined the fraction of "cloudy" LCI-pixels (co-added in space and time). This observation volume cloud coverage (OVCC) is then used to divide the "cloudy" observations into three classes according to the influence of OVCC on the retrieval of temperatures and trace species. This classification is related to a study of 28 Figure 8 : Frequency distribution of the cloud extent from south to north for BT and COSMO-EU data, averaged over November and December 2005. The horizontal dimension of the cloudy bins, which are directly abutting to each other, is measured for every height. The minimum extent is given by the spatial resolution. N is the amount of cloudy bins at the given height. 1. Up to 15% OVCC: Without knowledge of OVCC the error of the retrieved trace species is substantially increased. If intelligent onboard binning is applied, the measurement can be retrieved at normal (cloud-free conditions) accuracy.
2. Between 15 and 50% OVCC: retrievals are only possible either by cloud fraction correction during the retrievals or preferentially onboard binning. Even so, retrieval errors are increased.
3. At over 50% cloud content: the measurement cannot be used for the retrievals.
These classes are only benchmarks and further investigations are necessary to quantify the real cloud effect in spectra measured with a partially cloud-filled FOV. Based on these three OVCC classes we can statistically assess the benefit of the cloud imager for the retrievals in the two trace gas modes. In the first class the information on cloud fraction will enhance the quality of the retrievals (e.g. by just skipping cloudy pixel in the super-pixel or just by the knowledge that the spectrum has a cloud contamination), for the second class retrievals are only feasible at all if LCI information is taken into account. The third class of profiles is likely not retrievable at all (although in reality this depends on the optical thickness of the cloud layer). However, if the LCI information is used onboard to combine only the cloudfree pixels, several heavily cloudy profiles may be combined to gain information at somewhat reduced spatial resolution.
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Figure 10: Cloud occurrence rate (dark-blue curve, lower x-axis) and how this splits into the three classes of cloud coverage inside the respective super-pixels (upper x-axis). Light-blue, green and red curves, respectively, show 0 -15 %, 15 -50 % and 50 -100 % cloud coverage of the co-added super-pixels (see text for detailed definition). These three classes correspond to profiles (light-blue) for which retrievals are improved in quality by an LCI, (red) for which retrievals can be only performed at all using an LCI, and (green) for which retrievals cannot be performed even with the help of an LCI. Since these are relative distributions with respect to the "cloudy" super-pixels, the three classes always add up to 1 (100%). Shown are results from (upper row) COSMO-EU and (lower row) BT data for simulated (left) D-mode and (right) C-mode measurements for November and December 2005 and the entire region of the COSMO-EU coverage. Fig. 10 . Cloud occurrence rate (dark-blue curve, lower x-axis) and how this splits into the three classes of cloud coverage inside the respective super-pixels (upper x-axis). Light-blue, green and red curves, respectively, show 0-15%, 15-50% and 50-100% cloud coverage of the co-added super-pixels (see text for detailed definition). These three classes correspond to profiles (light-blue) for which retrievals are improved in quality by an LCI, (red) for which retrievals can be only performed at all using an LCI, and (green) for which retrievals cannot be performed even with the help of an LCI. Since these are relative distributions with respect to the "cloudy" super-pixels, the three classes always add up to 1 (100%). For the two trace gas modes and both cloud data sets, Fig. 10 shows for (1) the total cloud occurrence as discussed in the previous sections (dark-blue curves) and (2) how the observations with "cloudy" super-pixels are distributed between the various OVCC classes.
The total cloud occurrence given in Fig. 10 repeats the salient features discussed in Sect. 4. The cloud amount accumulates from high to low altitudes and the BT data underestimate the cloud occurrence rate compared to the COSMO-EU data and to the SAGE measurements, resulting in an underestimation of the benefit of the LCI.
The light-blue, red and green curves show how the "cloudy" super-pixels are distributed between the three OVCC classes. For the COSMO-EU data, the frequency of the super-pixels with low cloud fraction is, especially for the D-mode, very small because the spatial extent of clouds in the COSMO-EU data is, in general, comparable to or larger than the D-mode super-pixels (cf. Fig. 8) . Accordingly, only a small fraction of the "cloudy" observation is included in the first two classes, for which the retrievals can be greatly improved by the LCI. The BT data, which represent the cloud scales more realistically, show a higher fraction of "cloudy" super-pixels in the first two OVCC classes in the D-mode. For about 20% of the "cloudy" profiles retrievals can be significantly improved by the LCI cloud information (class 1, light-blue line) and for about 30% only the LCI makes the retrievals possible at all (class 2, red line). The largest overall benefit of the LCI is found in panel b) showing C-mode measurements simulated for COSMO-EU data. In the troposphere, up to 85% of the super-pixels are cloudy. However, more than 20% of these profiles are found in the first two classes and hence retrievable using LCI information. The LCI therefore almost doubles the coverage by the C-mode in the troposphere.
As in the previous section, the results show that the high spatial sampling of the LCI is extremely valuable for a good coverage of the troposphere. Although for some profiles in OVCC class 2 the signal-to-noise ratio will decrease after selective binning, the combined picture of the cloud characteristics in the corresponding data sets indicates that a substantially higher amount of retrievable profiles will be available for both atmospheric measurement modes.
Summary and conclusion
The investigation of mesoscale processes requires a new generation of infrared limb sounders imaging the atmosphere with unprecedented spatial resolution. The instrument concept of an infrared limb imager (ILI) presented in this study has three measurement modes, two for the exploration of the atmospheric temperatures and trace gases, and the limb cloud imager (LCI) mode for a detailed cloud screening (cf. Table 1).
The benefit of the LCI for tropospheric temperature and trace gas measurements has been quantified. Since no cloud distributions are available in the required spatial resolution, our investigations are based on two complementary data sets. Cloud topographies deduced from cloud brightness temperatures (BT data) measured by nadir viewing satellites have a high horizontal resolution of 4×4 km 2 , but underestimate, in particular, optically thin clouds in the upper troposphere. Cloud topographies calculated from the Consortium for Small-scale Modeling-Europe (COSMO-EU) data include optical thin clouds, but due to a 7 km grid resolution the horizontal extent of the individual clouds is overestimated and only very few clouds are smaller than 20 km. As a result, both data sets tend to underestimate the potential benefit of the LCI data.
First, we investigated how the cloud occurrence rate (including partially cloud-filled measurement volumes) increases when single-pixel observations are co-added to super-pixels, which provide the signal-to-noise ratio required for retrievals. The differences between the LCI and D-mode and C-mode, respectively, are largest in regions of high cloud occurrence. Typical differences in the tropical troposphere for the C-mode are about 15% cloud occurrence rate. In the northern midlatitudes, differences of up to 25% cloud occurrence rate are found.
Separately investigating the differences for the three spatial dimensions, vertical, across track and along track, shows roughly equal increases in cloud occurrence rate for vertical and across-track co-addition. This indicates that we have attached appropriate relative significance to increase the resolution in the respective dimension. Due to the limb sounding geometry the influence of the along-track resolution is low. An increase from 8 km (LCI) to 80 km (C-mode) sampling distance results in differences of less than 2% cloud occurrence rate. Since it is technology-driven, the along-track resolution of the LCI in the C-mode could also be as low as 80 km, which, however, does not pose a problem for the aims of the LCI as this study shows.
Finally, the amount of profiles which can be greatly improved or indeed retrieved at all by including LCI information was quantified by dividing the cloud cover of individual super-pixels from the two trace-gas modes (D-mode and Cmode) into three classes according to their influence on the retrievals. According to COSMO-EU data, the LCI might double the amount of retrievable profiles from C-mode observations in the midlatitudes midtroposphere (6-10 km altitude), which is a substantial improvement for future IR limb sounding of the troposphere.
